
Next generation campus LAN design

Figure 1: general idea, modular design
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The general design is the same both for the current next generation campus LAN proposal, and for the LAN 
described in the "Future" section of the main report - the proposed infrastructure works in both cases.
By upgrading the building blocks this infrastructure will last several generations of campus LAN upgrades.

In short - one (two in the redundant case) pair of single mode fibre from every wiring closet to the 
central equipment, using wavelength multiplexing between buildings if not enough fibre is available. 

In the current proposal the building blocks interconnect with at least gigabit capacity. Gigabit ethernet,
preferrably with jumbo frame support (9kB MTU), is seen as the most cost-effective technology to achieve 
this, with 10 gigabit ethernet around the corner.

Most users connect with full duplex fast ethernet, this is deemed to be enough for the majority of users.
Power-users and servers connect with gigabit ethernet. One gigabit user per 20 normal users is deemed a 
good design parameter. The wiring closet uplinks are also gigabit ethernet. One gigabit uplink per 200 
users (10 power users) is deemed reasonable, with capacity growth by using gigabit etherchannel. 

The equipment should be sized to handle full gigabit speed between the wiring closets and to the servers, 
with the SUNET/NORDUnet connection being at least 2.5 Gbps now, and maybe 10 Gbps within the lifelength of 
the equipment. The edge switches should preferrably handle at least 200 ms buffering of gigabit traffic, 
roughly 25 MB shared packet memory, to handle a cross-atlantic gigabit connection, or a few within Sweden.
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